Alexia is back with another installment in her super popular Warp & Weft yarn dyed woven series. She has included some new patterns, and brought back some favorites in new colors. She has also created seven new colors of her Cross Weave woven solid. The Workshop Twill, available in four colors, is a midweight twill perfect for lighter jackets and pants. Alexia also created two new solids and one new stripe of her Chore Coat fabric, a thicker yet breathable, nubby, squishy cotton. The remainder are varying shirting weights and appropriate for quilts and garments alike. When Alexia was designing this group it was the midst of lockdown, and she was inspired by dreams of future colorful parties and trips.

APRIL 2022 DELIVERY
33 yarn dyed woven 100% cottons

RS4064  
Precuts do not include Workshop Twill or Chore Coat weights.

SUGGESTED SPECKLED COORDINATES & COMPLEMENTS
RS5027

SUGGESTED ADD IT UP COORDINATES & COMPLEMENTS
RS4005

SUGGESTED MODA BELLA SOLID COORDINATES & COMPLEMENTS
9900
all shown in Chore Coat + accent
TCJ 125 Then Came June - Backyard Party

shown in Workshop Twill RS4067
Then Came June - Rosecity

PS RS4008 Ruby Star Society - Picnic

62” x 75”

a single layer throw blanket!
PS RS408

Ruby Star Society - Picnic Throw Project Sheet

60" x 67"

KTQ 156  Kitchen Table Quilting - Hannah

60" x 72"

Throw Project Sheet  40" x 58"

throw blanket with french seams!
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